I have had the great pleasure of being at Colorado State University Libraries for just over a year now. As I compose this message, I have reflected upon my past experiences in libraries. When I was very young, my mother used to walk me and my two brothers about two miles to the library in Boynton Beach, Fla., every other day in the summertime. We were voracious readers and embarked for home carrying armloads of books. Our young intellects were well-fed by the wonderful director of that small library. Subsequently, I experienced sundry libraries in high school and undergraduate school. I then became intimately familiar with the Engineering Library at the University of California at Berkeley where I toiled for months on my literature review for my Ph.D. dissertation topic.

I came to Colorado State University in 1978, and visited Morgan Library frequently – in fact, I wrote most of my lecture notes for the first two classes I taught in this library! I have come to appreciate even more over this year the essential role that University Libraries plays in supporting our academic, research, and creative scholarly programs, and our students as their most important place to conduct their research and studies.

This has been a tough year for us all, including University Libraries with both midyear and end-of-year budget cuts. As state resources shrink, it is with great gratitude that we acknowledge and thank our donors who have continued to contribute to sustain and enhance our activities. We have used donor funds to purchase books in important targeted areas, to sustain and enhance our water and agricultural archives and special collections, and repair and refurbish our courtyard area that will be completed in August. In addition, we have used both student support and donor support to experiment with advanced information technologies.

The generous support of our donors and students has allowed us to progress in these areas, which would not otherwise have been possible. We are humbled by people’s generosity in these hard times, and most especially appreciative of all of the support we have enjoyed this year. We try to epitomize Teddy Roosevelt by doing “what we can, with what we have, where we are.” I am extremely happy to be in University Libraries, surrounded by consummate professional and diligent staff, in the service of this fine institution.

Patrick Burns
Vice President for Information Technology and Interim Dean of Libraries
Colorado State University
ARK YOUR CALENDAR!

Friends of Colorado State University Libraries to host author Terry Tempest Williams on Oct. 16

Don’t miss this opportunity to hear Terry Tempest Williams, author, naturalist, and advocate for freedom of speech, at the Hilton Fort Collins on Oct. 16. The program is free and open to the public, brought to you by the Morgan Library, Friends of Colorado State University Libraries, and the College of Liberal Arts Creative Writing Program. Seating will be on a first-come, first-served basis.

Known for her impassioned and lyrical prose, Williams is the author of the environmental literature classic, *Refuge: An Unnatural History of Family and Place*. Her latest book is *Finding Beauty in a Broken World*. She is currently the Annie Clark Tanner Scholar in Environmental Humanities at the University of Utah. Her writing has appeared in *The New Yorker* and *The New York Times*.

Fukuda honored at 2009 Colorado International Invitational Poster Exhibition (CIIPE) satellite exhibit

Works by artists from more than 35 countries will be shown in Fort Collins at this year’s Colorado International Invitational Poster Exhibition (CIIPE) this fall. In conjunction with this unique exhibit, Morgan Library’s at First National Bank Gallery will display a satellite exhibit that honors Shigeo Fukuda and other Japanese masters, and opens October 1.

The International Poster Collection is made up of hundreds of poster entries and housed in the Archives at Morgan Library.

RECENTLY PURCHASED

**Potato**

Whether embraced as the solution to hunger or wielded as a weapon of exploitation, blamed for famine and death or recognized for spurring progress, the potato has often changed the course of human events. This book focuses on today’s global world, where the potato is an essential food source but also the world’s most chemically dependent crop.

**Textiles of South-East Asia**

Comparing the costume, weaving, and textile techniques of its respective countries, this book takes readers deep into the “Golden Triangle” of Southeast Asia. Delving into such unique topics as the rearing of silkworms and the symbolic meanings of woven designs, this beautifully illustrated study is guaranteed to fascinate craft enthusiasts.

**Practice Management**

This expanded edition includes Deena Katz’s most recently tested approaches to managing a financial practice and the most effective ways of communicating with clients.
With more than 2 million volumes, 200 databases, and 23,000 full-text electronic journals, we support every discipline on campus. Through our collections, we provide researchers with opportunities to develop projects and ideas. Your gifts to the Collection Enhancement Fund help further these important moments of discovery. Thanks to you, we have purchased additional materials and databases specifically requested by our faculty and students.

Jerry L. and Karel J. Applebee
Dr. Robert Bankirer, Ph.D.
Ronald F. Bauer
Stephen R. Bohrnel
Dr. Nicholas H. and Jean A. Booth
George K. and Christine M. Boyer
Andrew D. Braks
Dr. Matthew B. Brooks, D.V.M.
Dr. Steven B., M.D. and Susan J. Brown
William R. and Allison C. Busby
Jim O. Carroll
Adrian B. and Susan S. Ciazza
Keith E. Cooley
Dr. Walter F. Coombs
Adam M. Crowe and Hollie C. Kopp
Michael R. Culbertson and Karen L. Weedman
Brian P. and Anita P. Cunningham
Darrel D. and Marilyn J. Davis
Dr. R. Page, D.V.M. and Adele J. Dinsmore
Charles A. Donnell
Dr. James A. Doran
Charles H. and Wendy S. Epperson
Rasmus A. and Marian F. Erdal
Dr. Karen A. Fehringer, Ph.D.
Michelle M. Fink and Karin L. Decker
Mary J. Floyd
Jerry D. Fryendall
Joseph R. Galas
Robert K. Gish
Neil G. and Patricia T. Glenesk
Ashley Graves
Gary W. and Valerie W. Gregory
Kristin L. Gunckel
Robert L. Jr. and Annette L. Hanson
Gina J. Heath
Gregg A. Helmsing
Frank S. and Irmgard J. Hertzog
Dr. Christopher Hiemstra and Theresa Kay
Marc S. Hildebrant
Nila A. Hobbs
Roger A. Hooten
William D. Jr. and Sara L. Houghton
Dr. Phillip D. Jackson, D.V.M.
Brian A. and Catherine C. Janonis
David and Victoria C. Johnson
Ruth E. Johnson
Thomas A. Jones, ’67, ’67 and Toby Turner
Mary E. Kaiser
Nancy V. Kemper
Dr. George A. and Mary L. Kennedy
Charles S. and Alice B. Knight
James J. Kollath
James G. and Carole J. Kontny
John E. and Louise A. Koss
Glenn L. and Anne H. Krum
Janice A. Kuhnen
William J. and Leah A. Lafferty
Robert E. and Andrea R. Lapsley
Dr. George H., Ph.D. and Rose A. Leavesley

Special Book Endowments

Clarence L. Wentworth Memorial Book Fund
These donors are supporting the Libraries’ collection of literature, composition, and other Department of English materials.

Jess H. Stone, Ph.D. and Dr. Frances A. Hedrick
The Green Campus
The book offers guidance and inspiration to campus leaders and advocates who promote sustainability within institutions of higher education, and addresses fundamental questions such as "Is it possible for educational institutions to effectively reduce their sizable environmental footprint?"

Climatic Cataclysm
Climate change threatens not only the environment but global peace and security as well. Climatic Cataclysm brings together experts on climate science, foreign policy, political science, history, and national security to take measure of these risks, and presents three scenarios of what the future may hold.

Ecology
Understanding ecology is important in today’s world. Authored by ecologists with teaching experience, the book is structured so that readers are reminded of connections among levels of the ecological hierarchy (from individuals to populations to communities to ecosystems) and links to evolution, a unifying theme for all of ecology.
Library Support:
Aiding Areas of Greatest Need
Information and technology are changing so rapidly that libraries are constantly pioneering new ways to provide access to information in the digital environment. The other side of the equation is preserving the information for future generations. Your gifts to the Morgan Library Support Fund mean that students, faculty, and staff have the resources available when and how they need them.

Norlyn L. and Jeanne M. Allison
Sandra J. Brug
Patrick J. and Marcia Smith Burns
Bryan J. and Dana L. Carney
Cynthia L. Combs
Alicia A. Conrardy
Judith C. Conyers
Glenda D. Cowles
Brian D. Gilbert
David G. Kidd
Dr. Daniel A. Korb
John F. and Jennifer S. Kutzik
George T. Laughlin II
Charles B. Mabarak
Leonard and Shannon Motta
Mary L. Nelson
Jay W. Pierce
Kathryn R. Skosich
Sally A. Soja
Roger C., Ph.D. and LuAnne Steininger
Randall N. and Edith G. Stout
Manofal S. Sulieman
Karen J. Supon
Lawrence J. Susman
Dr. Wayne E. and Judith A. Swisher
Beverly H. Taylor
Steven Little Tyler, ’89
Ike T. and Patricia Van Deventer
Terry D. Vaughn
Marshall R. and Cheryl L. Wells

Getting Connected:
Electronic Resources and Services
The Electronic Resources and Services Fund helps to maintain the Libraries’ stock of more than 500 laptop and desktop computers, as well as the wireless network within Morgan Library. Your gifts are putting information at the students’ fingertips and enabling their success in the classroom and the workforce.

Charles F. and Myrta L. Anderson
William A. and Victoria G. Cotton
Randolph C. and Kathryn A. Fischer
Sharon L. Foreman
James A. Hall Jr.
Stephen P. and Carol H. Hopkins
Elaine D. McCafferty
Geraldine H. Pickering
Dr. Donald R. Wood

Garst Digitization Project and Endowment
These donors are supporting a comprehensive website geared toward wildlife researchers and the K-12 community, developed by University Libraries from 20,000 wildlife slides donated by Warren and Genny Garst, and through collaboration with Colorado State’s Department of Fishery and Wildlife Biology and the Discovery Science Center Museum.

Dr. Warren E. and Genevieve S. Garst
Frederick and Virginia C. Pomper
University Libraries remains committed to serve as a cultural center for not only the campus but for the community as well. Thanks to your generosity to the Friends of CSU Libraries, we hosted numerous author events, lectures, exhibits, and displays in the Archives and Special Collections and First National Bank Gallery. Each program deepened our understanding and awakened in us new passions for learning and creativity.

**2008-2009 Friends of CSU Libraries**
Oren P., Ph.D. and Jennifer E. Anderson, Ph.D.
Tony Baker
Jane E. Barber
Leopoldo A. and Linda M. Barrios
James G. and Sandy Charles
Howard G. and Cynthia M. Coopersmith
R. Page, D.V.M. and Adele J. Dinsmore
Todd L. Edwards
Suzanne H. Glasscock
Charles D. and Kathy J. Henry
Robert E. and Andrea R. Lapsley
Vincent G. and Kathleen P. * Murphy
Dr. Ray Nelson and Jean P. Lehmann, Ph.D.
James E. Ogg, Ph.D.
Laura L. Peterson
Harry Rosenberg
John R. Sprengle
Dr. Robert L., ’54, ’56 and Barbara J. Sweat
*deceased

**Writers on the Plains**
This program cultivates a shared appreciation for the literature and landscape of the West. These organizations and individuals supported the visit of author Steven Rinella to Fort Collins.

Friends of CSU Libraries
Hilton Fort Collins
KUNC Community Radio 91.5 FM
Lilla B. Morgan Memorial Fund

**Bioinformatics: A Computing Perspective**
This book is designed to make students conversant with key concepts in the biological sciences and knowledgeable about current iconoclastic tools and approaches. It successfully ties computational challenges to relevant biological phenomena, avoiding the “bioinformatics” vs. “computational” debate that tends to confuse students rather than interest and instruct them.

**Epidemiology for Public Health Practice**
A favorite textbook for undergraduate and graduate students new to epidemiology, this book provides a comprehensive look at all major topics, from study designs and descriptive epidemiology, to quantitative measures and terminology. This edition features an accessible writing style and has been extensively revised with updated data and statistics essential to understanding the importance of epidemiology to public health.

**Friends Steering Committee**
Howard Coopersmith (Chair)
Lee Anderson
Adele Dinsmore
Catherine Janonis
Guy Kelley
Jennifer Kutzik
Marty Larsen
Mac McNeill

---


William Dietrich signs his book following his talk in May.

Author Steven Rinella addresses the audience at the Writers on the Plains program in April.
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

Water Resources Archive

The history of water resource development plays a crucial role in determining the future of water use. The Water Resources Archive is our state’s only archive dedicated solely to documenting the history of water. Your gifts ensure that water history is preserved and digitized so future generations may learn about one of our most precious resources.

- AECOM
- Applegate Group Inc.
- Aqua Engineering Inc.
- Ayres Associates Inc.
- Brent A. Bartlett
- Domenico A. Bau
- Edward M. Bendelow
- Big Thompson Watershed Forum
- Janet L. Bishop
- Black & Veatch
- Dennis A. Bode
- Bratton Hill, LLC
- Matthew J. Brown
- Brown and Caldwell
- Patrick J. and Marcia Smith Burns
- Doris M. Carpenter
- Collins, Cockrel & Cole
- Colorado River Water Conservation Dist.
- Barbara L. Dallemand
- Deep Rock Water Company
- Tina D. Delponte
- Professor John C. Didier
- Ditch & Reservoir Company Alliance
- Larry J. Eklund
- H. Richard Farr
- Dr. Audrey O. Faulkner
- Dr. Mark T. Fiege and Dr. Janet Ore
- Randolph C. Fischer
- William R. and Kathleen S. Fischer
- Dr. David M. and Sandra K. Freeman
- Dr. Luis A. Garcia
- John Q. Hammons
- Luke Harris
- Craig D. Harrison
- HDR Engineering Inc.
- Headwaters Corporation
- David W. and Betty A. Hendricks
- Hilton Fort Collins
- Hydro Construction Company Inc.
- Ingenuity Enterprises
- Brian A. and Catherine C. Janonis
- H. Gordon Johnson
- Pamela C. Jones
- Kennedy/Jenks Consultants Inc.
- Dr. Allan T. and Dr. Susan E. Kirkpatrick
- Richard Kraus
- John F. and Jennifer S. Kutzik
- Robert E. and Andrea R. Lapsley
- Marie L. Livingston, Ph.D.
- Patricia L. Locke
- David H. Merritt
- Jon Monson
- Montezuma Valley Irrigation Company
- Northern CO Water Conservancy Dist.
- Odell Brewing Company Inc.
- John Porter
- Produced Water Development, LLC
- Melvin D. and Maurine M. Rettig
- Everett V., ’49, ’60, ’65 and
- Billie K., ’48 Richardson
- Rio Grande Water Conservation District
- Rubicon Systems America Inc.
- Katherine L. Scott
- Dr. George W. Sherk
- David M. Shohet
- Peter H. Smith Jr.
- Lee E. and Mary Kay Sommers
- David R., Ph.D. and Mary F. Stewart
- Stewart Environmental Consultants Inc.
- Dr. Louis E. Swanson Jr.
- Dr. Stephen Thompson
- Curran Trick
- Dr. Thomas J. Trout
- Daniel Tyler, M.A., ’67
- URS Corporation
- Robert C., Ph.D. and Brenda L. Ward
- Tamyra Warmack
- Reagan M. Waskom III, Ph.D.
- John R. and Julie E. Wessling
- Wright Water Engineers Inc.
- Douglas M. Yadon
- Rick F. Zier
Colorado Agricultural Archive
The Colorado Agricultural Archive helps collect, preserve, and promote the use of records that document the history of agriculture in our state. These donors are helping preserve our agrarian heritage by supporting the efforts of the Archive.

John Albright
Colorado Bee Keepers Association
Dr. Kathleen L. Hancock
Ashley A. Large
National Bison Association
Donald E. and Beth F. Oehlerts
Theresa A. Ross
Ann M. Schwalm
Dolores E. Wecker
Western Dairy Association

Poster Collection
Since 1991, Colorado State University Libraries has housed the Colorado International Invitational Poster Exhibition art posters in the Archives. This donor is helping to enhance our innovative and educational website so that more people can have access to this unique and important collection.

Lester F. Miller Jr.

University Archive
The University Archive is home to records, photographs, memorabilia, and other important materials that tell the story of Colorado State University since its inception in 1870. These donors are helping to preserve a living history of our University.

Dr. Penelope J. Bauer
Dr. Charles C. Britton
Douglas J. Ernest
Daniel B. Guenther
Kathleen M. Legg
Katherine A. Lindgren
Northern California CSU Alumni Assoc.
Dr. Kenneth W. and Mercedes D. Rock
Marjorie J. Straube
John F. and Freda A. Weaver
Lori Weinrich

Yes! I want to Support Colorado State University Libraries!
Enclosed is my/our check payable to the Colorado State University Foundation for a gift of:
☐ $50  ☐ $100  ☐ $500  ☐ $1,870*  ☐ Other $ ______

Name ________________________________________________

This gift is from ☐ me  ☐ my spouse & me ☐ my partner & me.
Spouse/Partner’s Full Name:

Address ________________________________________________

City, State, ZIP__________________________________________

Home Phone _____________________________________________

E-mail _________________________________________________

☐ Home  ☐ Work

☐ Charge this gift of $ ___________ to my/our
☐ VISA  ☐ MasterCard  ☐ American Express

Card Number ____________________________________________
Expires_____/__________

Name on Card __________________________________________

Signature ______________________________________________

Please apply this gift to:
☐ $ _______ Cultural Programming and Friends (55173)
☐ $ _______ Library Collection Enhancement (General) (58513)
☐ $ _______ Morgan Library Support (14463)
☐ $ _______ Electronic Resources and Service Fund (50553)
☐ $ _______ Morgan Endowment (45113)
☐ $ _______ Water Resources Archive Fund (53023)
☐ $ _______ Colorado Agricultural Archive Fund (56023)
☐ $ _______ University Archive Fund (58213)

☐ A matching gift form is enclosed.

Additional Information:
☐ Please send me information on making a planned gift.

Please return this form with your gift to:
Colorado State University Foundation,
P. O. Box 1870, Fort Collins, CO 80522-1870

* A gift of $1,000 or more entitles you to a personalized message stone. Please fill out the boxes below with your message. (Two lines of 14 characters, including spaces. Please print in uppercase. No punctuation except “.” and “&”).

50553/L1002
Great libraries make great universities, attracting scholars, outstanding teachers, and talented students. Your gifts to the Morgan and University Libraries Endowment and to each of the college endowments, ensure our financial health and promise to sustain the Libraries long into the future.

This list recognizes individuals and organizations who have contributed to the Morgan and University Libraries Endowment between July 1, 2008 and June 30, 2009.

Morgan Redesign
These donors have helped make Morgan Library a great place for students to study, work on papers, conduct research, and meet with peers by supporting the Morgan Library Redesign Fund.

Susan L. Hoskinson
David L. and
Susan L. Sutherland

James C. Abbott
Edward D. and
Judit R. Adrian
Frederick R. Andersen
Philip B. and
Debbi S. Anderson
David M. Armstrong, ’66 and
Susan Jessup
Rick and Toni Atkinson
Brett C. and
Lisa C. Aulwurm
Raymond O. and
Robin M. Ball
Johnna L. Bambrey
David C. Barnett
Dr. Debra A. Barngrover
Lisa M. Bauer
Dr. Thomas R. and
Diana W. Beausang
James F., Ph.D. and
Diane E. Belak
William D. Jr. and
Nancy A. Berg
John M. Birmingham
Dr. Daryl W. Boggs
Book Seminars
Bruce W. and
Teresa L. Boynton
Thomas L. and
Joy D. Bryant
John A. Buhr
Allan G. and
Sonja R. Burk, D.V.M.
Rebecca A. Burke
Michael R., Ph.D. and
Terri O. Carry
David A. Chapin
Marta A. Christensen
Douglas A. Clark
Dr. John H. Cochran Jr.
Anna M. Collier
David G. Cowen
Allison A. Cowgill
Steven W. Cox
Carole L. Crites
Timothy E. and
Elizabeth A. Crowell
Michael R. Culbertson and
Karen L. Weedman
John and
Margaret E. Cummings
Kerin B. Curry
Jerry D. Dauth
Russell T. Davidson
Kelly E. Delaney
Herman F. Jr. and
Patricia S. Delmenhorst
James K. Detling, Ph.D.
Wane D. Dompier
Carol L. Dulaney
Maxine R. Eberhard
Robert W., Ph.D. and
Loretta L. Fairchild
Peter W. Farin, D.V.M.
Frank M. Jr. and
Mary Kay K. Farina
Joseph G. and
Susan G. Finneman
Ronald F. Follett, Ph.D.
Alan D. and Jean A. Foster
Elizabeth A. Fye
Ralph H. Goeglein
Ronald A. Green, Ph.D.
Richard W., Ph.D. and
Beverly V. Gregory
Gary E. Harman, Ph.D.
Mary T. Hartman
Dana S. Hiatt
Greg P. Holmes
Roger A. Hooten
Christopher E. Hoy
Laura K. Hughes
Nancy J. Hunter
Lynn A. Igel
Lynn C. Jickling
Jon R. and
Donna L. Johnson
Maureen S. Joseph
Frederick C. Kail
William F. Karnosck
Jason C. Lachance
Dr. Fred J. Laine
M. Janet Laughon
Roger D. and
Donna M. Lehman
John P. Lewis Jr.
Michael S. Lewis
Karim Lindequist
Elsie M. Lippott
Kenneth J. Logan, Ph.D.
David and
Maria Lombardi
Paul E. Ludwig
Diane B. Lunde
John D. Lytle
Robert M. Mack
Cristi L. MacWaters
Maxine C. Mark
William C. III, Ph.D. and
Barbara S. Marquardt
Marilyn K. Mason
James D. Merrill
Ralph G. Merrill
Michael D. Metcalf
Mark R. and
Bobbie Miller
David Mogen
Arvin R., Ph.D. and
Susan M. Mosier
John P. and
Dorcas M. Murray

Mark J. Nelsen
Leonard A. III and
Mary L. Nelson
Dr. Fielding L. Norton III
and Lori E. Sommer
Dr. George G. Olson
Charles E. Osborn
William J. Pape
James R. Peterson
C. Mark Phillips
Paul E. and Ivalyne J. Pierce
Curtis L.* and
Janice M. Probert
Dr. Donald G. and
Karen J. Quick
David N. Robb
David S. and
Dr. Susan J. Robertson
Blaine B. Robinson
Marla D. Rosenlieb
Joel Rovnak, Ph.D. and
Sandra L. Quackenbush,
Ph.D.
Beverley D. Rowley, Ph.D.
Cordelia Sayler
Celia W. Schefe
Dr. Joseph R. Schiller
Alvin J. Schneider
Pamela S. Severance
Ronald and
Dr. Carolyn H. Sieg

David C. Smith, D.V.M.
and Elise E. Harrison-Smith
Jane K. Smith
Dr. George H. Spiltterger
Ron G. and
Victoria L. Spiltterger
Linda Srote
Jess H. Stone, Ph.D.
Debora S. Stump, Ph.D.
Patrick A., Ph.D. and
Karen J. Supon
Mary G. Symonton
Kimberly A. Tobin
Melba L. Treaster
Gordon A. and
Shirley J. Trumbauer
James B. and
Dr. Nancy L. Tucker
Mary M. Udall
Katherine L. Vahrenkamp
Jack R. and Jean C. Welch
Joseph G. and
Mary K. Wilcox
Mary J. Willard
Carolyn L. Willenburg
Steven M. and
Carla J. William
Andrew C. Wolfe Jr.

LIBRARY ENDOWMENTS FOR THE COLLEGES

College of Agricultural Sciences
Dr. Patrick F. Byrne and
Linda R. Brown-Byrne
David F. Green
Oliver A. Richardson
Edward G. and Thora E. Stone
Jack W. Whiting

College of Business
Stephen P. and Susanne L. Dyke
Michele L. Jones
Douglas C. Katzenbarger
David D. and Unhui C. Krieger
Timothy J. Lamb
Thomas C. and Jana R. McKee

College of Applied Human Sciences
Jerry W. and Jane Barnes
Dr. Mary A. Bruce
Alta A. Hoffman
Kenneth H. and Kevin A. Oltjenbruns
Ray H. and Mary E. Werner

College of Engineering
Ruth E. Johnson
Andrew W. Philpott
Everett V., ’49, ’60, ’65 and
Billie K., ’48 Richardson
Sigel L. and Beverly T. Ross
Wilbur G. and Anna M. Sinton
Jerry L. Sparks
Dr. Shih-Tun and Vicky S. Su

College of Liberal Arts
Alan L. and Miriam Ainbinder
Amy L. Bergstrom
Fredrick L. and
Serena M. Bradshaw, Ph.D.
Matthew L. and Rachael A. DeWolf
Stephen D. Gill
Charles W. and Kathleen M. Kiven
Karen A. Lewis
John R. and Nina L. Lord
John L. and Susan T. Miller
Danae K. Rem
James G. Ridgeway
Elizabeth F. Speckmeier
Nicola A. Upright

College of Natural Sciences
Marcia L. Bankirer, Ph.D.
Hemanta K. Dutta
Deanne Evans
William F. Haas
Jean W. Howe
Jeffry A. Melego
Dr. Vernon E. and Judy Morgan
Thomas M. Neal
Dr. David L. and Jamie E. Otis
Erik S., ’75, ’77
and Lisa G. Runstrom
Donald K. Sovell
Sally R. Willis
Michael E. and Mary E. Young, Ph.D.

College of Veterinary Medicine
and Biomedical Sciences
Timothy L. Bowers, D.V.M. and
Alexa M. Donovan-Bowers
Elaine M. Carnevale, D.V.M.
Dr. Stewart J. Hazel and
Mary E. Schlosser
Dr. Joseph A. Melillo

Warner College of Natural Resources
Dr. Radford S. II and
Geraldine M. Hall
Karen Jarmakowicz
Michael J. and Aimee P. Ryel
Steve L. Smith and
Vilia D. Natchez Smith
Robert D. Wood
Rare Music Collection brings Bach piece to campus

Through the generous support of the Kenneth and Myra Monfort Charitable Trust, Myra Monfort and William Runyan are working with the Colorado State University Libraries Archives and Special Collections Department to build a collection of primary source materials for music scholars. The collection will focus on music theory, history, and reference works of the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries. Published circa 1802, one of the rarest pieces in the Monfort Music Collection is the Bach score, “48 Préludes et fugues dans tous les tons, tant majeurs, que mineurs.”